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T

he human voice carries linguistic information as well as
paralinguistic information about a speaker’s identity, and
normal listeners possess abilities to extract both types of information. The neuro-cognitive mechanisms underlying speech
comprehension and speaker recognition are dissociable, as
evidenced by cases of both patients with receptive aphasia (impaired speech comprehension but preserved speaker recognition)
and patients with phonagnosia (impaired speaker recognition but
preserved speech comprehension) (1–5), as well as by differences
in the cortical networks engaged by the two abilities (6–13).
However, speech and voice identity processing also interact to
a considerable degree. Speech recognition is influenced by speaker
variability and familiarity: listeners better understand and remember speech spoken by familiar speakers (14–17). Conversely,
speaker identification is influenced by language familiarity: listeners are typically poorer at identifying speakers of a foreign
language. This so-called “Language-Familiarity Effect” (LFE) has
been demonstrated across a diverse range of languages (18–22)
and is behaviorally robust, persisting even after several days of
training (23).
A crucial, unresolved point of debate is whether the LFE
depends upon linguistic mechanisms involved in speech comprehension, or rather reflects the greater familiarity with the phonological structure of one’s own language without necessarily requiring an understanding of the linguistic message. On the one
hand, evidence from dyslexic participants, whose phonological
processing abilities are impaired (24), supports the importance of
linguistic processing for general speaker identification abilities:
English-speaking dyslexic participants do not show the LFE, (i.e.,
better memory for English-speaking than Chinese-speaking voices)
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1401383111

shown by normal participants (25). On the other hand, a LFE is
already apparent in infants before they can fully comprehend
speech: 7-mo-olds notice a speaker change in their native language
but not in an unfamiliar language (26). Although results from dyslexic participants suggest a specific link between the LFE and
“language ability” (25), results from infants (26) suggest that experience with the phonology of the maternal language, rather than
comprehension, may underpin the LFE. If this is the case, then the
enhanced individuation of own-language speakers observed in
7-mo-olds should be observed in normal adult participants, even
for unintelligible speech.
Here we tested this hypothesis by comparing dissimilarity ratings of own- and different-language speakers with time-reversed
speech stimuli. Note that reversing speech disrupts intelligibility,
but preserves “considerable phonetic information” (27) as well as
sufficient indexical information to enable listeners to recognize
voices (28–30). We collected speaker dissimilarity ratings from
Chinese and English listeners for all pairwise combinations of a set
of Mandarin (n = 20) and English (n = 20) time-reversed speech
clips, and compared these dissimilarity ratings between groups of
speakers and listeners. If the LFE is based primarily on language
comprehension, then we should observe no interlanguage difference in discrimination performance, as time-reversal rendered all
stimuli unintelligible. Conversely, familiarity with a language’s
characteristic phonological structure may suffice to engender a
LFE for speaker discrimination, even without comprehension.
Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language, whereas English is stressbased; as such, a Mandarin speaker and an English speaker may
differ in terms of the language structure elements that they use to
differentiate speaking voices. For example, Mandarin and English
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The influence of language familiarity upon speaker identification is
well established, to such an extent that it has been argued that
“Human voice recognition depends on language ability” [Perrachione
TK, Del Tufo SN, Gabrieli JDE (2011) Science 333(6042):595]. However,
7-mo-old infants discriminate speakers of their mother tongue better
than they do foreign speakers [Johnson EK, Westrek E, Nazzi T,
Cutler A (2011) Dev Sci 14(5):1002–1011] despite their limited
speech comprehension abilities, suggesting that speaker discrimination may rely on familiarity with the sound structure of one’s
native language rather than the ability to comprehend speech. To
test this hypothesis, we asked Chinese and English adult participants to rate speaker dissimilarity in pairs of sentences in English
or Mandarin that were first time-reversed to render them unintelligible. Even in these conditions a language-familiarity effect was
observed: Both Chinese and English listeners rated pairs of nativelanguage speakers as more dissimilar than foreign-language
speakers, despite their inability to understand the material. Our
data indicate that the language familiarity effect is not based on
comprehension but rather on familiarity with the phonology of
one’s native language. This effect may stem from a mechanism
analogous to the “other-race” effect in face recognition.

differ in speaking fundamental frequency (31–33) and phonemic
inventories: Mandarin features around 1,300 syllables, whereas
English uses around 15,000 (34); the languages have very little
consonant overlap; and English features a high frequency and
variety of consonant clusters, whereas Mandarin has no consonant
clusters (35, 36). Time-reversal preserves the formant structure (in
a “mirrored” form; ref. 27) of many phonemes and their mean
fundamental frequency, and, given that these features may differ
across the two languages in natural speech, and that they are
relatively well-preserved upon reversal, then native speakers of
both languages may still be sensitive to these differences even
where intelligibility is disrupted. If sensitivity to such differences
drives a LFE then each group should show higher dissimilarity
ratings for pairs of voices speaking their native language than for
pairs speaking the other language
Results
All possible paired combinations of voices were presented to
listeners who recorded their dissimilarity ratings via a computerized visual analog scale, ranging from 0 to 1 (where a rating of
0 corresponded to maximum perceived similarity and 1 to maximum perceived dissimilarity). Fig. 1A shows the dissimilarity
matrix averaged across English and Chinese participants, where
rows/columns 1–20 correspond to native voices and rows/columns 21–40 to foreign voices. Participants rated four types of
pair: same-identity trials (where the same speaker was heard
twice within a pairing), foreign–foreign trials, native–native trials, and native–foreign trials. No sentence clip was uttered twice
within a pair. As shown in Fig. 1A, interlanguage pairs (where
presentations consisted of one native and one foreign voice)
were rated as more dissimilar than all other pairs, as reflected by
the overall red color (high dissimilarity) of the upper right and

lower left submatrices. Fig. 1B illustrates the differences between
each rating condition (same-identity mean = 0.16 ± 0.02 SE;
foreign–foreign mean = 0.59 ± 0.02 SE; native–native mean =
0.62 ± 0.02 SE; native–foreign mean = 0.71 ± 0.02 SE). Each
participant’s mean ratings for each trial type were submitted to
a repeated-measures ANOVA, which revealed a significant effect of pair type [F(3, 39) = 314.2, P < 0.001, η2partial = 0.89]. Post
hoc tests also revealed significant differences for all pairwise
comparisons of trial type (all P values < 0.02).
Crucially, when taking participant groupings into account, both
Chinese- and English-speaking listeners produced higher average
dissimilarity ratings for native-language voice pairs than for nonnative-language pairs (Chinese: native mean = 0.62 ± 0.03 SE,
nonnative mean = 0.60 ± 0.03 SE; English: native mean = 0.61 ±
0.02 SE, nonnative mean = 0.57 ± 0.02 SE) (Fig. 1 B and C). We
submitted these ratings to a 2 × 2 mixed-measures ANOVA, with
listener language and speaker language as the between- and
within-group (repeated) measures, respectively. A significant interaction between speaker and listener’s language was observed,
indicating that native-language dissimilarity ratings were higher,
regardless of the language group of the listener [F(1, 38) = 11.13,
P = 0.002, η2partial = 0.23]. The main effects of both listener and
speaker language were not significant (P values > 0.2), suggesting
that there were no statistical differences in rating behavior between groups and that both sets of voices elicited similar rating
behavior. Paired t tests confirmed our prediction that both listener
groups rated own-language pairs as more dissimilar than differentlanguage pairs (Chinese-speaking participants: Chinese > English
[t(19) = 2.57, P = 0.02, Cohen’s d = 0.17]; English-speaking participants: English > Chinese [t(19) = 2.36, P = 0.03, Cohen’s d =
0.41]). To investigate the robustness of these results, we computed
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals of the native > foreign

Fig. 1. Speaker dissimilarity ratings for pairs of Mandarin and English time-reversed sentences. (A) Matrix of dissimilarity ratings averaged across all participants in both listener groups (NChinese Listeners = 20; NEnglish Listeners = 20): individual participants’ dissimilarity matrices are in a standardized arrangement, so
that rows and columns 1–20 (top and left) represent native voices (Mandarin for Chinese listeners, English for English listeners), whereas rows and columns
21–40 represent foreign language voices, regardless of listener group. The color scale indicates group-average dissimilarity ratings. (B) Average dissimilarity
ratings for the four different types of pairs. Cross-language pairs were rated as most dissimilar. Within the same-language pairs, crucially, native-language
pairs were rated as more dissimilar than foreign-language pairs, even though all sentences were unintelligible. (C) Listener × speaker interaction: both
participant groups record higher average dissimilarity ratings for native-language vs. foreign-language speaker pairs. Error bars indicate the SEM. All asterisks
denote P < 0.05.
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Discussion
We investigated whether the LFE in adults requires comprehension of the linguistic message. We found that listeners rated
pairs of speakers of their own language as more dissimilar on
average than pairs of speakers of a different language, even
though all stimuli were rendered unintelligible by time-reversal.
This result implies that the LFE is not rooted in language
comprehension per se, but rather is based on familiarity with the
acoustical fingerprint of one’s language, in a manner analogous
to the “Other-Race Effect” (ORE) in face recognition.
Participants were presented with pairs of time-reversed sentences spoken by different speakers and were asked to judge how
dissimilar the speakers were. Time-reversal was chosen because
it is a simple procedure that compromises intelligibility while
preserving some of the information present in the natural speech
signal. For example, time-reversal disrupts the temporal attributes of speech segments, such as onsets and decays, and reverses
pitch curves. Conversely, reversed speech is identical to natural
speech in amplitude, duration, and mean fundamental frequency. Furthermore, the formant transition structure of many
phonemes (e.g., fricatives and long vowels) is approximately
mirrored in the reversed signal, and important indexical cues to
speaker identity are also retained. In sum, this remaining information can enable high intersubject agreement in phoneme
transcription tasks (27), and can be used by the listener to aid
speaker recognition (28–30). Our participants were unable to
extract any meaning from the stimuli, yet they showed reliable
differences in their identity dissimilarity ratings. The most salient
difference was between the different-language pairs (i.e., consisting of one sentence in English and one sentence in Mandarin)
and the same-language pairs: The listeners reliably rated pairs of
different-language speakers as more dissimilar than pairs where
the language was consistent across identities (either both
speakers in English or both in Mandarin), clearly visible in the
dissimilarity matrix in Fig. 1A as red and green submatrices. This
result confirms that subjects were able to use acoustical information in the time-reversed sentences and were sensitive to
overall acoustical differences between the two languages (Table
S1 and SI Methods).
Crucially for our hypothesis, listeners also rated pairs of
speakers of their own language as more dissimilar than pairs of
speakers of the other language. The effect is highly significant and
apparent as an interaction when ratings are split by speaker and
listener group in Fig. 1C. This effect is not driven by one subject
group, as there is no main effect of subject group on overall ratings
and the own-language effect is significant for each subject group
individually. Nor is it explained by one of the sets of stimuli as the
effect of speaker language on the ratings was not significant either.
However, despite the absence of a main effect of listener group,
the native-language bias appears to be stronger in the English
listener group compared with the Chinese, reflected in the differences in effect sizes. This result may be explained by the fact
that our Chinese participants had been resident in the United
Kingdom for 9 mo on average at the time of testing, and had
considerable functional experience with the English language. It
has been demonstrated, for example, that nonnative speaker
identification performance improves over several days’ worth of
training (23).
Our results provide the first evidence, to our knowledge, of a LFE
in adult participants in the absence of speech comprehension. These
Fleming et al.

findings extend the results of Johnson et al. (26), who observed
a similar effect in 7-mo-old infants: In both cases, subjects had a
limited understanding of the stimuli, yet they were more sensitive to
identity differences in native-language pairs compared with nonnative pairs. Interestingly, however, the infants in Johnson et al.’s
(26) study did not show a discrimination bias for reversed native
speech compared with reversed foreign speech, as our adult listeners
did. The infants’ comparatively lower experience with the phonology
of their native language may account for this; specifically, whereas
7 mo of exposure may be sufficient to enable differentiation of
native speakers uttering normal speech, it may be insufficient for the
kind of fine-grained differentiation required under alien processing
conditions, as in the case of reversed speech. Indeed, even schoolaged children may not display adult-like performance in speaker
recognition tasks (37), suggesting that they cannot use the information available in an utterance as effectively as an adult listener
despite their substantial experience of their native phonology and
their greater exposure to different voices, compared with infants.
Therefore, it may be that infants do not yet possess the ability to
extract information from an unintelligible speech signal to aid
speaker discrimination and recognition, in ways that adults can, as
shown in our discrimination results and previous recognition results
(28–30).
Thus, our findings refine Perrachione et al.’s (25) view that
“human voice recognition depends on language ability” by supporting the notion that phonological processing is the key aspect
of language ability which facilitates speaker individuation, but
adding that comprehension of the spoken message is not necessary for such individuation. Their findings suggest that impaired voice recognition in dyslexics may be driven by their
known deficits in phonological processing (24), whereas our
results show that the limited phonological information and indexical cues preserved after time-reversal are sufficient to allow
listeners to differentiate speakers. Moreover, extended exposure
with the particular distribution of acoustical features characteristic of their own language allowed our participants to perceptually “zoom-in” on speakers of that language, resulting in higher
native-language dissimilarity ratings, even when both native and
nonnative speech content was unintelligible.
These findings draw an interesting parallel with an analogous
effect in another sensory modality: the ORE in face recognition.
The ORE is the well known phenomenon where observers are
typically poorer at discriminating and recognizing faces from a
different racial group compared with their own (for a review, see
ref. 38). One influential account of the ORE suggests that individual faces are represented as points in a multidimensional
space whose dimensions are shaped by perceptual experience and
code for diagnostic features (39, 40). Own-race faces, with which
an observer has more experience, become distributed more diffusely about the origin of the space (i.e., the average or prototypical face). Other-race faces, as a result of a different statistical
distribution of features, are encoded in a less efficient manner due
to a reliance on diagnostic dimensions for individuation optimized
for own-race faces. Other-race faces therefore mistakenly appear
more similar to one-another to the observer and this confusability
between faces underpins the impairment in other-race recognition
performance. Indeed, this model has found support at the
behavioral, computational (41) and neurophysiological levels
(42–44). An analogous model could be invoked to account for our
results and those of Johnson et al. (26). One could conceive of
a similar “voice space” where voices are encoded as points based
on experience with indexical and linguistic attributes. Indeed,
the behavioral and physiological relevance of such a voice space
model has already been demonstrated (45). Speakers of one’s
native language would, in such a framework, be represented in
a more distributed manner, resulting in higher interspeaker discriminability than for speakers of other languages to which the
subject has had less exposure and are therefore represented in
PNAS | September 23, 2014 | vol. 111 | no. 38 | 13797
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difference for each group, and for all participants taken together.
We sampled participants’ difference scores with replacement
(10,000 iterations) and derived separate confidence intervals for
each group (CI for Chinese participants: [0.007–0.04]; English:
[0.005–0.07]; combined groups: [0.01–0.05]). As none of these
confidence intervals contained zero, the observed effects may be
considered reliable.

a less differentiated, more compact manner. Such a model, while
acknowledging that comprehension can modulate speaker identification, would be consistent with the many noted similarities
between cerebral face and voice processing (46).
Methods
Participants. Twenty Mandarin-speaking Chinese (8 female, mean age = 23.7,
SD = 2.58) and 20 native English-speaking UK participants (10 female; mean
age = 24.25, SD = 3.01) were recruited. Chinese participants’ average duration
of UK residency was 9.35 mo (SD = 7.34) and all had attained a minimum score
of 6.5 on the IELTS test of English as a foreign language, or a comparable score
on an equivalent test. English-speaking participants reported no experience
with Mandarin Chinese. All participants were right-handed and reported no
history of hearing difficulties or pathology. Participants gave written, informed consent for their involvement and received a monetary reward. The
experiment was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of
Glasgow’s College of Science and Engineering.
Stimuli. Testing stimuli were drawn from a pool of 400 clips of 40 female
speakers (20 native English-speaking and 20 native Mandarin-speaking)
reading 10 sentences (Open Speech Repository, 2005). Recordings were
digitized at a 16-bit/44.1-kHz sampling rate and cut into individual sentences.
Full, sentence-length stimuli were subsequently time-reversed, standardized
to duration of 1,250 ms (from original onset), and normalized for RMS
amplitude. The use of time-reversed clips of English and Mandarin speech
ensured that stimuli are of equal intelligibility to both participant groups
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